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Education 

Ph.D. 
Candidate 

Western Sydney University 
Back to the drawing board? Exploring the value of 
drawing in the creative visual thinking process 
using improvisational drawing techniques. 

Current part-time 

MA. 

 

Digital Media, University of Western Sydney  
Researching interactive learning resources. 

1996 - 2001 

BA. 

 

Visual Communication, Sydney College of the Arts  
Majoring in Illustration and Print Media. 

1981 - 1985 

Background Summary  
As an experienced visual communicator I have held a variety of design, production and project management positions 
within the design industry. I started my career as a graphic designer and illustrator working mainly in print production, 
promotions and campaign design. As the industry developed, I too changed my focus from print based graphic design to 
online delivery, specializing in interface design and the development of immersive, interactive online teaching and 
training resources. It is through working with educators and subject matter experts and delivering community creativity 
workshops, that I became interested in teaching as a profession.  

I currently hold a Teaching Focus Position at the Western Sydney University. I have been part of the ongoing Visual 
Communication Design course development, writing and presenting of offline and online lectures and face-to-face 
tutoring across a variety of design related units. This traditional teaching in the class room has allowed me to reflect, not 
only on the appropriate design of online resources, but on the way blended learning techniques can be used to improve 
learning outcomes. It is through teaching students the basic building blocks of ‘good design practice’ that I have been led 
to my current PhD research into the value of drawing in the creative visual thinking process. 

‘Back to the Drawing board?’ aims to explore the value of the rough sketch or 'process drawing' in the 
ideation stage of the creative process through the development of improvisational drawing exercises for 
graphic design students. 

 
 

UWS 
2010 - Current 

Research and undergraduate lecturing and tutoring 
Main clients: Western University PhD practice-led drawing research and undergraduate Visual 
Communication Design units, community engagement workshops. 

 
Eye Cue Comm. 
2009 

Design and production of interactive online learning resources 
Main clients: Pearson Australia, NSW University, Australian Education Resource Network (AER)  

Change2 
2008 

Instructional design of interactive online learning resources 
Main clients: Change2 Online Environmental Education, NSW Railcorp: SOP Online Training, 
PriceWaterhouseCoopers: Ethics and Business Conduct. 

Cadre Design 
1999 - 2007 
 

•  

Design, production and project management interactive tools and resources 
Main clients: The Learning Federation of Australia, Pearson, Addison-Wesley publishing,  
W.H.Freeman Publishing, Australian Stock Exchange, IAG Customer Training, Konica Minolta. 

Eye Cue Comm. 
1988 - 1998 
 

Graphic design and illustration 
Main clients: Interface Heuga, Holiday Inn & Radisson Australia, Sydney Maritime Museum, 
AAF, RTA, Catholic Education Office, Hawkesbury Nepean Catchment Management Trust. 
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Design Experience 

Eye Cue Communications 
Design and production of interactive online learning resources. 

 Pearson Australia 

Design and illustrate online interactive exercises to accompany the 

Australian University textbook, Management - Theory and Practice by Kris Cole. 

 NSW University: Adaptive eLearning Research Group (AeRG),  
School of Computer Science and Engineering, UNSW 

Consultation with Dror Ben-Naim, PhD. on the interface design, and 

production of illustrations and animations for the online interactive 

Adaptive Tutorials (ATs); Virtual Lab and Virtual Exercise Lab. 

Thesis: Teaching research using Adaptive Tutorials. 

http://www.adaptiveelearning.com/faq 

Australian Education Resource Network (AER) 

Design consultation for the development of new online ‘Learning Objects’ 

(LOs) specifically for use on the interactive whiteboard. Participation in 

teacher consultation workshops to develop pedagogical strategies using 

existing LOs. 

 2009  

 
 
 

 

 

Change2 (2and2) 
One year contract: Instructional design of interactive online learning resources. 

Change2 Online Environmental Education Modules 

Designed for the corporate and business sector. Working as the instructional 

designer with the subject matter experts (SMEs), Terence Jeyaretnam and Alan 

Dayeh from NetBalance, I designed and presented creative concepts to an 

industry advisory panel consisting of representatives from many of the major 

banks and insurance companies as well as some government agencies. 

In consultation with this panel, several modules were produced including a ‘game’ 

explaining What is Carbon Trading?, a module comparing and evaluating the carbon 

footprint of four orange ‘drinks’ Making Purchasing Decisions, and the virtual 

sustainable office ‘game’, The Carbon Challenge.  

2010 AIMIA, Winner Best Education Award. 

 

 

 
 
2008 
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Change2 (2and2) cont. 2008 

NSW Railcorp: SOP Online Training Modules  

These 8 ‘scenario based’ video modules were designed and written to train NSW 

Transit Officers in their Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs).  I worked in 

consultation with the Railcorp Educational Training Division to develop the 

‘stories’ based on common dilemmas that regularly face Transit Officers in the 

field. A situation was shown, several actions presented, and the resulting 

consequences of those actions. These compulsory modules also contained 

animations, interactive online exercises with accompanying questions and voice 

over feedback.  

PriceWaterhouseCoopers, Ethics and Business Conduct modules 

These ‘scenario based’ video modules were based on a series of “ethical 

dilemmas” designed to train customer service staff in ethical conduct. My role, as 

the instructional designer, was to work with the writer and client to design the 

interface, structure and multiple pathways of this project. (I left Change2 before 

completion of the project.) 

 

 

Cadre Design 
Design, production and project management of over a hundred interactive learning resources 
providing visualizations tools, virtual learning environments and assessable interactive  
tasks for: 

The Learning Federation of Australia: Australian and New Zealand Primary and Secondary 
school ‘Learning Objects’. 

Maths Resources 

Working in consultation with Primary Mathematics subject matter expert (SME) Dr 

Jenni Way, (senior lecturer Mathematics Education at Sydney University), I led a 

development team that produced over forty discrete interactive activities and tools, 

(Learning Objects - LOs), teaching mathematical principles aimed at Kindergarten to 

year 7 children. The LOs introduced the concepts of 2D and 3D shape recognition, 

mapping and using co-ordinates, pattern making and recognition using visual and 

audio cues, understanding fractions and simple algebra problem solving. 

Monster  Choir : Nominated for the 2006 AIMIA, Best Education Award. 

http://www.scootle.edu.au/ec/viewing/L1057/index.html 

 

 

 1999 - 2008 
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Cadre Design cont. 1999 - 2008 

The Learning Federation of Australia: Australian and New Zealand Primary and Secondary 
school ‘Learning Objects’. 

Science Resources 

I also produced over thirty Learning Objects introducing basic science concepts such 

as classification, ecosystems and the importance of sunscreen. These LOs were 

produced in consultation with Primary Science SME, Colin Webb, lecturer Science 

Education, UWS, and Dr Roy Tasker, Associate Professor, School of Natural 

Sciences, UWS. 

Frog Pond: Winner of the 2007 AIMIA, Best Education Award. 

http://www.cadre.com.au/showcase/tlf_frogpond/index.html 

Pearson, Addison-Wesley publishing 

CDROM and online custom built interactive content accompanying  

US University textbooks. 

Rockswold College Algebra 

Working with SME, Dr Roy Tasker from the School of Natural Sciences, UWS,  

I designed the interface and instructional design for these activity-based, student-

centered learning resources. The user is directed through a mathematics bridging 

course using interactive flash animations and questions with clear voice over 

instructions and scaffolded feedback. 

http://www.cadre.com.au/showcase/math_collegealgebra/3_Traffic.html 

W.H.Freeman Publishing 

CDROM and online custom built interactive content accompanying  

US University textbooks. 

Bridging to the Lab 

I assisted with the instructional design and interface design of these 11 interactive 

laboratory simulations, aimed at university-level general chemistry students. These 

award-winning modules were used in an evaluation study conducted by the author 

and SME, Roy Tasker Associate Professor, School of Natural Sciences, UWS. 

The interface simulates a science laboratory and allows students to safely carry out 

simple chemistry experiments by selecting and manipulating objects and equipment 

directly on the screen. Complex 3D animations allow the user to visualize the 

experiments at a molecular level. 

http://www.cadre.com.au/showcase/bridgingtothelab/Main_Menu 
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Cadre Design cont. 1999 - 2008 

W.H.Freeman Publishing cont. 

American Chemical Society (ACS) General Chemistry 

As project manager and instructional designer, I led a production team consulting 

with the ACS textbook authors, Dr Roy Tasker, School of Natural Sciences, UWS, 

Dr Loretta Jones, University of Northern Colorado and Dr Jerry Greenberg. 

The team produced activity-based, online learning resources and tools for the new 

ACS textbook. They were designed to be discrete units with the flexibility to be 

incorporated into other existing pedagogical material on a variety of content 

management systems (CMS). At the time this was a new approach. 

http://bcs.whfreeman.com/acsgenchem/default.asp 

Australian Stock Exchange: Introductory online course to Australian Share Market and Trading 
on ASX 

Working in consultation with Joe Dixon, Education and Communications officer at 

ASX, these public online learning courses were designed to provide an introduction 

to the Australian share market and trading on the Australian Stock Exchange. 

Additional tool based simulations and exercises were designed within a custom 

development ‘template’ produced by Cadre design for quick development and editing.  

http://www.asx.com.au/resources/education/classes/shares/index.htm 

IAG Customer Training Modules: Through a Customers Eyes 

I was the instructional designer, illustrator and Flash animator for these five scenario-

based training modules. Each illustrated scenario was designed to tell a ‘story’ using 

semi-real characters and typical customer service dilemmas. A friendly voice over and 

music sound track takes the user through these situations making decisions at specific 

points along the way. The feedback is in the form of an animated consequence with 

voice over. Although this was a very different approach to customer service training, 

it was well received. IAG producer, Nicola Dresden, led the project. 

Konica Minolta: Online training modules 

Working closely with the Konica Minolta Australia project manager, Etsuka Cave, I 

was the instructional designer, interface designer and illustrator for these modules, 

(3D animations were created by Colin Bigelow). The explorative interface simulates 

the Japanese Konica Minolta exam room where the practical components of the 

Master Technician’s exam takes place.   
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Konica Minolta: Online training modules cont. 

The print technician students move around the virtual classroom and interact with 

the lighting, equipment and software to prepare themselves for the real exam in 

Japan.  

This course was aimed at local and international students from 114 countries, 

including China, Germany, Japan and the USA. The interface was designed to 

accommodate multiple languages. 

 

Eye Cue Communications 
Graphic design and illustration. 

Interface Heuga Ausralia 
Corporate identity, annual reports, advertising, packaging, display and printed 

promotional material.  

Holiday Inn and Radisson Australia 
Advertising and printed promotional material. 

Sydney Maritime Museum 

The design of the biannual fund raising lottery and printed promotional material. 

The Australian Air Force 

Brochures, posters, special awards, and in-house printed promotional material. 

Road Transport Association 

Road safety campaigns: Lights on in Daytime, Belt up in the Back and Look Both Ways. The 

design and production of banners, advertisements, community flyers, and printed 

educational resources and ‘kits’ distributed in Primary and Infant Schools.  

Catholic Education Office 

Annual reports and printed promotional material for schools in the Western Region. 

Hawkesbury Nepean Catchment Management Trust 

Environmental awareness campaigns including campaign branding, display material, 

merchandise and printed promotional material for community and school 

distribution. 

 1988 - 1998 
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Presentations 

AIMIA Seminar   2004 

Designing engaging and accessible interactive learning resources for Kindergarten to 
Year 7.  

This presentation focused on the design strategies developed to produce highly 

accessible ‘Learning Objects’ for Australian and New Zealand school.  

  

LearnX  

Online Environmental Education and Training 

Joint “Breakout Session” presentation with Terence Jeyaretnam, principal of consulting 

firm URS, Chair of Engineers Australia’s Society for Sustainability and Environmental 

Engineering.  

I presented a case study of Change2 “Office Challenge” providing an insight into the 

design considerations and process of creating engaging online interactive learning and 

training resources for the corporate sector. 

  

2008 

Making Links Seminar 

Researching communication organization, resource sharing and visual identity 
through an online community. 

Presentation to the NGO conference in Perth outlining my previous DCA 

previous research area which began researching the communication approach and 

successful global networking and organizational structure of the Blue Mountains 

Ukulele Group (Blue MUGs). 

 2009 

Hornsby TAFE, Graphic Design Presentation night 

Guest speaker presentation focusing on encouraging career opportunities for 

design graduates in the areas of educational online resource design.  I presented a 

case study of the workflow and design of the Learning Federation’s ‘Monster 

Choir’ learning objects. 

 2010 

Blended Learning Workshop 

University of Western Sydney 

This presentation outlined my exploration into various ipad Sketch Apps and 

proposed possible uses within the classroom to encourage drawing to think. 

 2013 
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Research  

Masters of Digital Media 

University of Western Sydney: Creeks and Drains 

Project: Creeks and Drains. An exploration into interactive learning using a ‘game’.   

Project based Masters researching and producing interactive learning resources 

in education. 

This project was produced using Director during the early explorative days of 

interactive computer learning resources. A trial of this proposed educational 

game was conducted with a group of school children and interviews with 

teachers followed. This field research formed the basis of my final Masters 

research document. 

  
 
 
1996 - 2001 

Research design  

University of Western Sydney: Science Education Research Project 

Interface design consultation, design and animation of an online research tool, 

(Cadre design).  

Research conducted by Michael King, Alexandra Yeung, Siegbert Schmid and 

Adrian George, School of Chemistry, The University of Sydney, Faculty of 

Education and Social Work, The University of Sydney. 

Thesis: Still pictures, animations or interactivity – What is more effective for elearning? 

http://science.uniserve.edu.au/pubs/procs/2007/24.pdf 

 

 2009 
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Part-time PhD Candidate 

Western Sydney University Drawing Research - Thesis Summary and working title:  

Back to the drawing board? Exploring the value of drawing in the creative thinking 

process of graphic design students using improvisational drawing techniques.  

My thesis will explore the value of a rough sketch or 'process drawing', in the initial ideation stage of the 
design process of Visual Communication Design students at the Western Sydney University (WSU). Through 
the exploration of my past design practice, my current visual arts practice and classroom teaching practice, 
my thesis aims to develop improvisational drawing exercises to demonstrate the value of sketching and thus 
encourage drawing participation. 
  
Research confirms that sketching, or indeed any form of hand-eye co-ordination, can aid concentration and 
memory. It also helps novice designers visualize quickly, thus encouraging ‘fluency’ and a ‘thinking trail’, 
which can provide insights into their creative process. Rough sketching encourages students to start from the 
problem (or brief) to find an appropriate response, rather than searching for a retrofit solution. 
 
Despite the inclusion of process drawing in the Visual Communication Design course at the Western Sydney 
University, many students are reluctant drawers, preferring to rely on mental imaging, found ready-made 
solutions and written explanations. Unless they perceive themselves as an illustrator many fear judgment, 
while others believe sketching is a waste of time. Through questionnaires, interviews and observations my 
research will add to the body of research into the current changes in creative thinking practices of novice 
graphic designers. How can we encourage students to think though drawing? 
 
The demise of the rough sketch has been ascribed to technological changes, the availability of cheap online 
resources, client expectation and reduced deadlines and budgets. How has my own design process changed 
over the last 25 years as a result of these influences?   
 
My creative arts practice has always played an important role informing my design practice. Through my 
creative image making practice I will investigate the use of improvisational drawing strategies such as 
doodling and squiggling to develop exercises that may encourage drawing participation and demonstrate the 
value of a quick sketch for novice graphic design students.  
 
This research may add to the critical discourse in drawing research, which argues that process drawing should 
continue to be clarified, demonstrated and encouraged in design schools 

 Current 
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Teaching Experience 

Western Sydney University: Visual Communications Design  

My experience as an instructional designer, writer and graphic designer of online 

educational resources has given me the opportunity to work alongside many 

experienced educators. With insights gained from these teaching mentors, 

combined with studio experience and the completion of the Foundation 

University Learning and Teaching program, I aim to continue to develop and 

refine my teaching practice. In the current push to online delivery, I am 

interested in the development of engaging blended learning strategies to achieve 

meaningful learning outcomes.  

Undergraduate tutoring, lecturing and course co-ordination: 

1st year: Visual Storytelling, Introduction to Typography 

2nd year: Information Design, Type for Print and Screen 

3rd year: Design Project, Publications, Professional Practice 

4th year: Major Project 

 2009 - current  

 

High School Industry Design Workshops  

Design workshops for years11 and 12 Industry Design course; The Design 

Industry and the Design process at Westfield Sports High School. 

Industry Awards 
2010 AIMIA, Winner Best Education Award (acquired after I left) 
Change2: The Carbon Challenge 

2007 AIMIA, Winner Best Education Award 
Learning Federation of Australia: Frog Pond  

2006 AIMIA, Nominated for the Best Education Award 
Learning Federation of Australia: Monster Choir: 

Affiliations/Memberships 
Drawing Research Network: http://www.drawing-research-network.org.uk/ 

Australian Graphic Design Association (AGDA): http://www.agda.com.au/ 

Tracey: http://www.lboro.ac.uk/microsites/sota/tracey/index.html/ 

Thinking Through Drawing: http://www.thinkingthroughdrawing.org/ 

The DrawingLab Paris: http://www.drawinglabparis.com/ 

C4RD, Centre for Recent Drawing: 
http://www.c4rd.org.uk/C4RD/Centre_for_Recent_Drawing.html 

 2010, 2011, 2016 
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Referees 
Dr Alison Gill  Western Sydney University 

PhD University of Sydney 
BA University of Sydney 
a.gill@westernsydney.edu.au 

 
 

Dr Abby Lopes Western Sydney University 
PhD University of Sydney 
BA University of Sydney 
a.lopes@westernsydney.edu.au 

 
David Hegarty Herandknow 

Master of Environmental Studies 
Herandknow.com 
 
Pervious: CADRE design  (Navitas Group) 
Managing Director, CADRE design  
 

 
Dr Jennifer Way  Senior Lecturer, Mathematics Education 

Sydney University 
02 9351 6272 
j.way@edfac.usyd.edu.au 

 

Dr Roy Tasker  Professor of Chemistry 
VisualizingChemistry.com 

Chemistry Education WTHR 216, +1 (765) 496-3055   

Department of Chemistry, Purdue University 

560 Oval Drive, West Lafayette IN 47907  

rtasker@purdue.edu 

Previous: Associate Professor 

School of Natural Sciences 

Western Sydney University 

 

 

  

 


